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Topic

Government Position

CPHR Draft Position

Government: The BCLI Report
recommended that children under
16 should be prohibited from
working in industries or
occupations that are likely to be
harmful to their health, safety or
morals, and that the special rules
for child workers in recorded and
live entertainment should not
change. BC has few legal
restrictions on the types of work
that young workers may perform.
The Ministry has heard from
stakeholders that greater
protections are required to keep
young workers safe. They have
also heard support for children
working with parental consent in
artistic endeavors, including
recorded and live entertainment.
BC’s minimum age for
employment is effectively 12 since
a permit is only required for
children under 12. Children aged
12 to 14 may work with consent of
a parent/guardian, subject to some

CPHR: is generally supportive of the
proposed additional protection for child
workers but did not have time to gather
relevant information to assess the
proposed changes.

1. Increasing
Protection of
Child Workers

A)
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Rationale (where applicable)

restrictions (for example,
regulations that limit the number of
hours young workers may work
during the school year, and that
require adult supervision of young
workers).

2. Transforming
the
Employment
Standards
Branch

A)

Government: Eliminate the need
for complainants to show they have
requested the employer respond to
their claim including through use
of Self-Help Kit before allowing a
claim to be filed.

CPHR: recommends retaining a flexible
requirement for claimants to show they
have tried to raise their claim first with
the employer in writing, unless the
employer is out of business

Our experience is that this requirement can avoid a
large number of claims being filed and then taking
up large amounts of ESB and employer and
claimant time in that in some cases:



The employer may have made a mistake
and will rectify it;
The employee may either not understand
his/her rights or be mistaken on a material
fact which the employer can correct e.g. has
an incorrect recollection of vacation time
taken.

That being said, an intake officer could have
discretion to waive it.

B)
Government: Possible amendment
to allow ESOs to waive mandatory
penalties for each section breached
in some cases.
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CPHR: we support this initiative,
including in relation to breaches due to:




Lack of certainty in how to
apply the ESA to a particular
situation;
Honest mistake;
New or novel point of
interpretation or law.

The current mandatory application of minimum
penalties for each ESA section breached, while
intended to incentivize settlement and avoid costly
hearings, can be very arbitrary in the scenarios
outlined. The solution would be to grant ESOs
adjudicating the complaints the right to waive
penalties on these and any similar grounds.

3. “Supporting
Families” with
Statutory
Leaves

A)

New combined Family
Responsibility and Sick Leave

CPHR Proposal: Replace Family
Responsibility Leave with 7 days of
combined personal sick and Family
Responsible Leave (but do not mandate
pay), tentatively called “Personal
Leave”

BC stands out for not having any mandated sick
days off with the right to keep your job in the ESA,
although in practise most employers formally or
informally grant such leave. The ESA currently only
provides for 5 days of Family Responsibility to care
for family members’ health and education needs.
Given employees typically have a combination of
sickness and family obligations requiring absences,
with the line between them often blurred in practise,
we support the BCLI recommendation of combined
7 day leave allowance of Personal Leave

B)

Job Protection for Sick/Disability
Leave

CPHR Proposal: In addition provide job
protection for injury and sickness leave
to employees with at least 12 months
service for up to 16 weeks in any 24
month period.

The proposal strikes a balance between protecting
employees and employer needs. It would not be
available to short service employees, which is
normal and fair. The duration of the leave is dovetailed with EI disability benefit and most LTD
waiting periods.

Exceptions in some cases would need to
be in laid out in the Regulations but
include term hires, on call and other
shorter term or non-indefinite term
hires.
Employers must be empowered under
any such amendment to require
reasonable medical or other
corroborating information to confirm
the validity of and manage such leaves
under the Regulations.
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Note this entitlement would not eliminate the need
to consider whether, for sick/injury leaves
exceeding the prescribed duration, the duty to
accommodate under the Human Rights Code
requires the employer to continue employment for
longer.
Prescribing minimum protected sick leave will
provide guidance to less knowledgeable employers
and employees unfamiliar with the “duty to
accommodate” disability leaves under the Human
Rights Code.

C)

New Personal Leaves
Government: Suggest additional
family or personal leaves be added.

CPHR: Does not support the creation or
extension of any personal leaves given
the recent expansion in number and
duration of such leaves and that existing
leaves cover most other personal leave
needs e.g. victims of domestic violence
would have sick leave rights if injured.

4. Strengthening
ability to
recover wages
A)

Increase limitations periods for
ESA claims
Government: although the
Consultation Paper is not clear, we
understand the proposal to be to
extend the period over which
wages can be claimed to 12 months
and extend the time to file claim to
12 months from termination or last
breach.
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CPHR: supports such amendments
which are in line with other legislation
(e.g. amended Human Rights Code) and
the ESAs of other provinces.

Government needs to understand that every new or
expanded personal leave deprives the employer of
the employee’s service and can impose real hardship
on the employer but also co-workers covering their
work as well as customers and others served by the
absent employee. For longer personal leaves, some
employers are unable to hire a replacement so
owners, managers and co-workers are forced to
work overtime and handle heavy workloads. In
almost every case, hiring a replacement worker to
cover an employee on leave imposes hiring, training
and reduced productivity costs which are then
further increased when the returning employee
needs to be retrained. No further expansion of such
leaves, particularly after the significant extensions
to maternity/parental and care giver leaves and
creation of other lengthy personal leaves by the
Government in 2018.

B)

Require collective agreements to
meet all ESA Standards
Government: require all collective
agreements to meet ESA
minimums on all ESA covered
topics.

CPHR: does not support this but if
introduced it would only be appropriate
for this to take effect the next time a
union and the employer conclude a new
collective agreement.

The current ESA allows unions and employers to
bargain for terms and benefits which can allow them
to agree to provide less than ESA minimum terms
on select ESA standards (e.g. overtime). In practise
such bargained exceptions are very rare. Parties in
collective bargaining should retain the flexibility to
enter into such bargains where typically the union
gains some other benefit in return to agreeing to this
concession.
At very least, such a change cannot be imposed in
the middle of a collective agreement term when the
parties have bargained for the terms and the union
has gained some benefit for agreeing to the lower
standard. They must have the opportunity at
bargaining to review all terms and renegotiate past
departures from the ESA. To do otherwise would
result in unbargained for and potentially substantial
pay gains for those employees mid-way through a
collective agreement.

C)

Tip Protection
Government: introduce wage
protection for tips held by
employers

CPHR: generally supports provided the
amendments allow employers to protect
tips, provided it also protects reasonable
tip sharing, but was not able to gather
information or feedback to comment
further.

5. Clarifying
hours of work
and overtime
standards

A)
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Rationalize overtime exemptions
for “Professionals”

CPHR Proposal: Amend to ensure that
current list of regulated professionals
(e.g. CPAs, lawyers, doctors) currently
excluded from any rights under the ESA

The current complete exclusion of the list of
regulated professionals seems unfair, leaving them
with no statutory rights like vacation, mat leave etc.
and does not correspond to actual practise since
most employers of such professionals offer the same

B)

are covered by the ESA but not the
hours of work and overtime section.

terms as other employees, including ESA
entitlements. This is consistent with other provinces
and BCLI recommendations.

CPHR Proposal: For other non-manager
professionals (e.g. non-registered
engineers, non-CPA accountants,
CPHRs!), create a new exemption from
hours of work and overtime rules based
in being professionals and earning at
least 1.5 times the Average Industrial
Wage used by EI to set benefits as base
pay i.e. salary or hourly wages.

There are many highly paid professionals not in the
current list of those exempt from either the entire
ESA or the hours of work and overtime provisions,
where the mutual expectation of employees and
employers is that hours of work and overtime rules
will not apply. These employees generally have
reasonable autonomy and often bargaining power,
making an overtime exemption as appropriate as for
the professions and occupations already exempt.

Currently this would be $79,650 (1.5
times $53,100)

C)

Consolidate other overtime
exempt classes

The ESA regulation currently contains a
jumble of occupation exemptions that
should be reviewed and rationalized

D)

Ad hoc Averaging

CPHR Proposal: Allow employees to
agree in writing to ad hoc averaging of
hours pay:



In all cases where change in
hours is employee requested;
and
over up to 4 weeks at employer
request,

Both subject to limits e.g. maximum
work day of 12 hours
Eliminate any need to “renew” such
averaging agreements but rather allow
either party to terminate on written
notice e.g. 4 weeks.
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Current Averaging Agreements are very rigid and
only work when a non-standard work week is fixed
in advance. Ontario allows and the BCLI
recommends allowing averaging on a more ad hoc
basis which is more flexible and suitable to
employers with occasional needs for overtime who
can allow time off in lieu with say a 4 week period.
This kind of arrangement is already informally in
use between many employers and employees (e.g.
employee asks to leave 2 hours early on Friday and
agrees to make up the time by working 1 hour late
Wednesday and Friday). It makes sense to make it
legal.

E)

Right of Majority of Employees
to Require Others to Participate
in a Fixed Averaging Hours

CPHR Proposal: Allow employers to
introduce non-standard fixed work
weeks currently permitted under
Averaging Agreements (e.g. 4 shifts of
10 hours) with the written support of
66% of affected employees
Confer right of employees to terminate
such arrangements on a similar show of
support.

Formerly, a majority of employees could agree to
average hours to avoid overtime and other affected
employees were bound by this.
Currently employers must get each participating
employee’s agreement. This is not practical for
some situations where an entire team of employees
(e.g. 3 shifts of workers) must agree to a nonstandard work week for that to be offered. Under
the current ESA, even if 90% of such a group of
employees prefer a non-standard work week and are
prepared to sign an Averaging Agreement to allow
this to happen, they cannot require a “hold out”
employee to agree so the employer may not be able
to introduce the non-standard schedule if all the
employees need to have the same schedule.
The proposed change will enhance employee choice
and reinstate a feature of the previous ESA regime
on non-standard work weeks.

F)

Advance notice of schedule
change, right to refuse changes
and minimum pay required if
not respected

CPHR Proposal: Require employers to
give 48 hours’ notice of schedule
changes, with:




an employee right to refuse
additional or materially
different hours scheduled with
less than 48 hours’ notice
without penalty or discipline;
where the late change in
schedule reduces employee
earnings from previously
scheduled hours, require
employer to pay some portion
of the lost income

But create a list of exceptions by
regulation to both of these obligations
and rights including:
{00289124V.4}

With on-line scheduling and more employers doing
last minute schedule changes, both increasing and
decreasing hours worked and/or changing shift
times, some protections are needed from abuse as it
results in employees setting aside time for work and
missing out both leisure and family time
opportunities and other work opportunities only to
learn shifts have been cancelled or changed.





For all employers, if there is an
“emergency” i.e. the employer
cannot fairly be held
responsible for the last minute
schedule change e.g. loss of
power, fire, storm, internet
outage etc.;
A broad category of “urgent
response” workers (e.g. those
like locksmiths etc.) who, by
definition of are hired with the
expectation that work schedules
will depend on outside parties
or events

6. Improving
Rights for
Terminated
Workers

A)

Termination notice or pay for
employees with less than 3
months service
Government: apparently
considering introducing
termination notice or pay for
employees with less than 3 months
service.
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CPHR: does not support this.

The current threshold for requiring ESA minimum
notice of termination or pay in lieu starts at 3
months. That accords with the long established and
universally used concept of “probation” where both
employee and employer can terminate without
notice during those 3 months. This is aligned both
with employee and employer expectations and the
law in almost every competing jurisdiction. If
employers must pay termination pay with
employees with less than 3 months service, they will
be much more selective about hiring or convert
employees to contractors with lesser rights, none of
which is desirable.

B)

Rights of employees who have
given advance resignation
notice
Government: clarify the severance
obligations of employers who
terminate workers during their
period of resignation notice.

CPHR Proposal: As we understand it
from the BCLI report and Consultation
Paper, the issue is whether the ESA
should clarify the ESA termination
rights of an employee terminated
without cause by an employer while
working out notice of resignation. It has
been argued that under the ESA the
employer termination pay obligation
should be the normal one even if the
remaining period of resignation of
notice is less. CPHR would support an
amendment to confirm current ESB
guidelines, which follow the basic
contract law, that the employer
terminating during resignation must
provide the lesser of:
1. The contractual notice or pay in
lieu due on any normal
termination without cause; or
2. Pay in lieu of the balance of the
resignation notice period.
Benefits might also be included.

Current contractual law is clear that employees who
give resignation notice greater than the notice the
employer must give to terminate without cause are
still subject to termination by the employer under its
right to terminate without cause during the period of
resignation notice. If the employer’s required notice
to terminate without cause is longer than the balance
of resignation notice remaining, contract law
currently only requires the employer terminating
early to pay through the end of the resignation
notice.
We submit that the contract law is fair and the ESA
should be amended to clarify the same rule applies
to ESA termination notice given during resignation
notice.
It is worth noting that employers may have a variety
of legitimate reasons to terminate employees
working under resignation notice, including where
the employee is no longer as motivated or where the
employee is joining a competitor. In many such
situations, the resigning employee actually prefers
to receive compensation in lieu of working out the
resignation notice.
We note that, unlike some provinces, the BC ESA
does not specify any statutory minimum notice of
resignation and it is common for employees to fail
to give any or “reasonable notice” as required by
common law when resigning with no consequences.

Other Proposed Areas
for ESA Reform from
CPHR BC

7. Vacation
{00289124V.4}

A)

Total Vacation Pay Test
Explanatory Note: The ESA
requires that the statutory
minimum rate (4% rising to 6%
after 5 years) of vacation pay be
paid on “Total Wages” (the
“Statutory Vacation Pay Amount”).
“Wages” is defined in the ESA to
include non-base pay, including
almost all bonus or incentive pay
(e.g. commission) (“Incentive
Pay”) and overtime and stat
holiday premium pay (collectively
“Non-Base Pay”).

CPHR Proposal: Amend vacation pay
section to make it clear that as long as
total vacation pay accrued for the year
meets the statutory minimum % on
Total Wages then no additional vacation
pay can be claimed.

Most of the numerous employers and employees
who:

Note: this is not suggesting any change
to the basic ESA standard requiring
vacation pay accrual on all “wages”
including Non-Base Pay.

are not aware of or complying with/asking for this
liability. This will bring the ESA in line with
common practise and common sense. Claims made
under the Kenpo* decision are “windfalls” to the
claimants and are not consistent with the overall
vacation pay obligation under the ESA.

Under the Kenpo decision,
employer can still be held liable for
vacation pay on incentive pay
when vacation pay accrued as time
off with salary meets or exceeds
the statutory requirement.
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No Vacation Pay on Termination
Pay and Vacation Pay



Provide employees with more than ESA
minimum paid weeks off of vacation, but
are not calculating and paying separate
vacation pay on Non-Base Pay (particularly
Incentive Pay),

*Under an arguably wrongly decided BC Supreme Court
ESA judicial review decision, Kenpo, it was held that,
even where the total vacation pay paid through offering
“extra” (i.e. above ESA minimum) weeks of vacation
with base pay exceeded the Statutory Vacation Pay
Amount for the employee, employees could still claim the
statutory vacation pay % on Non-Base Pay, in that case,
commissions. In effect, the court refused to look at just
the question of whether the total amount of vacation pay
paid met the Statutory Vacation Pay Amount. Instead, it
held the minimum statutory vacation pay had to be
calculated and paid on each separate component of pay
regardless of what was paid on base pay, although the
ESA does not mandate this approach.)

Many employers are not aware of
the vacation pay accrual obligation
on Non-Base Pay, particularly
Incentive Pay or do not pay it.
However, some of those same
employers are paying more than
the Statutory Vacation Pay Amount
on Total Wages by offering more
than the ESA minimum number of
paid weeks off with base pay only.

B)



CPHR Proposal: Eliminate vacation pay
accrual on ESA termination pay and
vacation pay itself.

Where an employee does not work out ESA notice,
it makes no sense for vacation pay to accrue on it.

Similarly, due to an error in drafting in the current
ESA, vacation pay notionally accrues even on
vacation pay, which is illogical and, taken to its
ultimate conclusion, would mean a never-ending
calculation of vacation pay on vacation pay.
Other provinces quite properly exclude termination
pay and vacation from the wages on which vacation
pay must accrue.
Many employers do not pay this given how illogical
it is nor would most employees expect it.

C)

No Vacation Pay or Time off
Accrual on Longer Statutory
Leaves

CPHR Proposal: Clarify that during
Statutory Leaves exceeding a low
threshold (e.g. one month), no vacation
time off or pay accrues. For clarity, time
off on Statutory Leaves would still
count as employment for other ESA
purposes e.g. length of notice of
termination, vacation entitlement
increasing after 5 years of employment.
Explanatory Note: Current EST case
law holds that vacation time off must
accrue during Statutory Leaves
including longer ones like maternity
leave. The ESB takes the position
vacation pay may also accrue during
leaves in some cases depending on the
terms of the employee’s vacation rights.
However, a clear employer policy can
eliminate liability for the vacation pay
only.

D)
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Confirm paying vacation pay
during vacation acceptable

CPHR Proposal: We support the BCLI
proposal that an amendment confirm
employers can pay vacation pay by
simply paying the accrued pay on
regular paydays during the vacation

As noted, accrual of any vacation time off or
vacation pay on longer statutory leaves makes no
sense since vacation is provided to working
employees to recover from the effort of working
whereas employees off on long Statutory Leaves are
not working at all. Currently, the minimum
requirement is accrual of vacation time off without
pay required under ESA case law creates
unnecessary and unattractive (to employees) unpaid
vacation time off for employees taking such leaves.
For employer accruing vacation pay on long leaves
such as 12-18 month maternity leaves, the cost of
the vacation pay can be very onerous. Furthermore,
many employers are not providing vacation time off
or pay accrual due to lack of knowledge and/or the
fact such accrual does not accord with common
sense and the purpose of vacation.

Although almost all employers pay vacation this
way, the ESA does not currently allow it, instead
requiring vacation pay to be paid in a lump sum
prior to the leave—an inconvenience. The BCLI
also supported this “common sense” change.

8. Deductions
from Wages
A)

CPHR Proposal: Allow employer wage
deductions without written employee
consent where:
a) Employer overpaid wages by
mistake and is only recovering
the overpayment;
b) Employee has clearly agreed in
writing to repay under a prior
agreement to an amount e.g.
amount paid to cover education
expense with agreement to
repay if employee quits/is fired
for just cause before a defined
period; or
c) Employee has overtaken
unearned vacation then resigned
But such deductions should be limited
to a threshold such as 25% of gross
wages per pay except on payment of
final wages on termination where full
deduction is permitted given this is the
employer’s last chance to recover these
amounts.
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The current ESA section restricting deductions from
wages has been interpreted in an unfairly rigid way
that often means employees who clearly owe their
employers money get off scot fee since the
employer does not want to incur the cost and
inconvenience of suing them in Small Claims Court.
The 3 exceptions are common scenarios, make
common sense and would be seen by employers and
employees as fair.

